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WELCOME 

At Optimise Learning we understand that for a variety of reasons, not all 
students achieve to their academic potential at school.

Educational research consistently reveals that the most e�ective way for 
students to learn is to be taught individually, and to receive explicit, ongoing 
feedback. 

Individualised lesson content and explicit feedback is provided to students in 
each of our online tutoring sessions. Also, we use brain researched teaching 
strategies that enhance student learning in every lesson.

Our online tutoring services have the potential to 
accelerate your child’s learning and improve their 
academic achievements at school. 
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ONLINE TUTORING SERVICES
OPTIMISE LEARNING provides online tutoring services to 
students from Preparatory to Year 12, throughout Australia.

Our online tutoring servies cater for a vast range of 
students, including:

Students who are underperforming at school.

Students who require extension.

Students who need extra assistance to keep up from time to time.

Students who are preparing for assessments.

Students who have a diagnosed learning disability.

Students who are being homeschooled.

Students who are gifted and talented.

Students whose first language is not English.

Students who are absent from school for significant periods of time.

Students who require assistance with homework or other tasks that 
have been set by their teacher.

Students who are looking to advance their skills in problem solving, 
critical thinking, creative thinking, or mental mathematics strategies.

Students who want to learn another language, such as Mandarin
or French.
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OPTIMISE LEARNING
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Our Co-Founders, Tracey and Peter Hand are highly qualified 
passionate and experienced educators. 

With over 14 years spent at universities studying education and 70 years of 
teaching experience between them, Tracey and Peter understand how students 
learn most e�ectively.

Tracey and Peter also recognise that students who receive a quality education 
have a distinct advantage, and that all students have the potential to learn if they 
are provided with the right teaching, at the right time.

Tracey and Peter’s inability to source passionate, caring and exceptional tutors 
they could really trust to tutor their own children, led to Tracey and Peter creating 
Optimise Learning over 7 years ago.

Underpinning Optimise Learning’s approach to educating students is Tracey and 
Peter’s keen desire to provide students of all ages and abilities with the 
opportunity to access personalised academic tutoring services of the highest 
standard.

Tracey Hand
Master of Education
Bachelor of Education
Diploma of Education
Certificate of Gifted Education
Brain Based Learning Certification

Peter Hand
Master of Education
Graduate Diploma of Sports Science
Diploma of Education
Certificate of Gifted Education
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ONLINE TUTORING SERVICES

OPTIMISE LEARNING TUTORS

Are qualified teachers, pre-service teachers or studying a specific 
subject at university, that would benefit a student requiring tutoring in 
that subject.

Have a current and positive Working With 
Children Check.

Have undergone an extensive application, induction 
and training process.

Use lesson plans and teaching resources that have been specifically written 
and developed for Optimise Learning’s Tutoring Services. All resources are 
based on and reference the Australian National Curriculum, which is exactly 
the same curriculum students in Australia are studying at school.

Use brain compatible teaching strategies throughout 
their tutoring sessions.

Work in partnership with teacher/s and the Education Team at Optimise 
Learning to develop individualised lessons for students.

Tutor students online throughout Australia 
from Preparatory to Year 12.

Write tutoring session overviews, which can be accessed 
and read by parents on their child's student dashboard.

Our online approach enables us to source the best tutors 
from all over Australia. The right tutor for your child might 
not live in your neighbourhood, or even your state!
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ONLINE INDIVIDUAL TUTORING

Student Enrolment Confirmed

Parent/s meet with 
Optimise Learning sta� to 
discuss the learning goals 

they have for their child

Tutor conducts a range of 
assessments to establish the 

student’s understandings, 
knowledge and skills.

Optimise Learning develops an Individual Learning Plan (ILP)
for the student that includes their learning goals.

The student works towards their learning goals as outlined in 
their ILP, with their designated tutor.

Parents access and read their child’s progress reports
on the student dashboard.

FREE Trial Lesson

OUR PROCESS:
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ONLINE SMALL GROUP TUTORING

Student Enrolment Confirmed

Tutor conducts a range of pre-assessments to establish the 
student’s current level of skill, understandings and knowledge 

in a curriculum area.

The student works with their designated tutor to develop and 
extend their skills, understandings and knowledge in the 

specified curriculum area.

Parents access and read their child’s progress reports
on the student dashboard.

OUR PROCESS:

FREE Trial Lesson
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“When you are sitting in a classroom with a teacher and 20 other kids it is very di�cult to 
speak up about issues you might be having, or problems you don’t understand or maybe 
you’re not really getting a good grasp on the content in class. When you are able to 
supplement that with one-to-one tutoring you are able to go through the specifics of what 
you don’t understand or ask the questions that you have. You can pick the areas that 
challenge you and strengthen them by having one-to-one lessons with a tutor. My tutor at 
Optimise Learning has helped to improve my marks, and to keep organised and on top of 
my assessments. Having online tutoring with Optimise Learning has really helped me.”

George – Year 11
Geelong Grammar School

“My daughter has had maths and english tuition through Optimise Learning for over 18 
mths. In this time she has grown in confidence in both subjects and is achieving her 
academic goals. Tracey and Peter have an individualised approach to her learning needs 
and Tutors are chosen carefully and well. I highly recommend Optimise Learning for 
anyone considering extra tuition.”

Julie Wilson
St Aidan's Anglican Girls School

“Tracey from Optimise Learning has always meticulously chosen the right tutor for our 
daughter. We embarked on the online tuition sessions with Peter and we have found 
them to be incredibly successful. Peter is engaging and motivating and our daughter has 
found the sessions to be both valuable and enjoyable, so much so that she now prefers 
them to the in-person tutoring she was having. Communication via an online platform has 
proven to be very easy and e�ective. As a family we have gained an afternoon at home 
which allows the rest of the family to continue with their own pursuits without interruption 
and the sessions are flexible enough to accommodate unexpected changes in routine if 
and when they arise. Online tutoring with Optimise Learning has been a worthwhile and 
rewarding experience and one we will continue to pursue.”

Jane Kent
Brisbane Girls Grammar




